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- Tip, come here and fly kites with us! - But I have no kites.
- Tuntun, if only you could fly...
- Daddy, I want to have a kite...
- Oh well, what a timely request! Come and give me a hand, son! We’re going to make the most special kite in the world!
- Oh la la, it’s a leaf! A Leaf kite! Is that done, Daddy? - Just wait, the best is yet to come, son!
"Oh Daddy, you have turned it into the crescent moon now. Is that a Moon kite?"
- Ah, a tail! It’s a fish now.
Have you finished this time?
- Hurry up, Daddy, it’s getting dark soon!
- Wah la la, a bird! A Bird kite! And what are these, Daddy? - These are kite flutes, son. They will sing like birds when the wind blows.
- Hey kids, look! Tip is running a kite! - Ah, a Singing Bird kite! Woo... woo...
HOW TO MAKE A KITE WITH MOMMY AND DADDY, IN JUST TWO ICE CREAMS’ TIME

You will need: - A big sheet of nylon - Two bamboo sticks of lengths around 61cm and 56cm - Tape, string

Attention: The sticks should be the same size as a drinking straw.

How to do: 1. Put 2 sticks together to make a cross, use string to bind them
1. Pull the string tightly. 2. Stretch string around the cross and we’ll have a frame. 3. Now, put the frame on the sheet of nylon, cut the sheet along the frame. 4. Fold the plastic sheet’s edge and tape them to the frame. 5. Attach the running string and add some decoration ribbons as in picture. Now we can go out and enjoy our brand-new kite... 6. Ah, a must-remember! Never
fly a kite near high voltage power lines. And don’t run a kite on buildings’ rooftops.
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